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A set U of functions from [k] to [n] is said to be (m, n, k)-guessing
(where
n, k are natural numbers and 2 < m < k) if for every function w from a subset of
size m of [k] into [n] there exists a function in U coinciding with w in at least two
places. Let g(m, n, k) denote the minimal size of an (m, n, k)-guessing set. We
investigate the behavior of g(m, n, k), with special attention to the case m = k.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The most natural setting for the topic of this paper is that of codings.
Our basic problem is this: how many words of length k in an alphabet of
size n are necessary in order to “catch” every word in at least two places?
(The choice of “two” is for its being the smallest interesting case. It is
difficult enough for us not to venture on the study of higher numbers.
Another natural case is k - 1 places out of k. This case has been studied
quite a lot, for example, in [4, 11 I). Now, words are functions from the set
of places into the alphabet, and it is the terminology of “functions” that we
use. We shall take the alphabet to be [n].
Let m, n, k be natural numbers such that 2 <m < k. Denote by
W(m, n, k) the set of functions from a subset of size m of [k] into [n]
(these correspond to “partial words” of length m). We write $V(n, k) for
W(k,
n, k). A subset U of w(n, k) is called (m, n, k)-guessing
if every function in W(m, n, k) coincides with some function in U in at least two places;
that is, if for every w E W(m, n, k) there exist u E U and distinct i,j E dom w
1
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such that i+(i) = u(i) and u(j) = u(j). Let g(m, n, k) denote the minimal size
of an (m, n, k)-guessing set. We shall writef(n, k) for g(2, IZ, k) and h(n, k)
for g(k, n, k) (thus f(n, k) is the minimal number of words covering all
pairs of occurences of letters in any pair of places, and h(n, k) is the minimal number of words which are needed to cover every word in two places).
The function f(n, k) has been studied rather extensively, but only the
values of f(2, k) are known precisely [S, 61 for every k. For other values
of n there is a large gap between the known lower and upper bounds (see
[7-91). We shall have very little to say about f(n, k). The main results will
concern the function h. We shall give upper and lower bounds on h(n, k)
which are close for n relatively large (n z (k - 1)2) and coincide infinitely
often. For n <k it is easy to see that h(n, k) = n, and thus the cases
remaining open are k < n < (k - 1)‘, where we believe that the upper
bounds yield the correct value. We improve on the lower bound for n = k.
Some bounds are also given on the values of g(m, n, k) for general m.

2. A DUAL FORMULATION

A partial n-partition of a set S is a family of n pairwise disjoint (possibly
empty) subsets of S. The elements of a partial n-partition rc will be denoted
by rci, .... rc,. We write 117111
=Cl=i
1~~1.If Uy=i rri=S then n is said to be
an n-partition.
Given a family ZZ= (rc’, .... rck) of partial partitions (we allow rci = 71’ for
i Zj), a collection 8 = (7$, .... rci) of elements of some of the rri is called an
m-transversal for n if all indices i, are distinct, and 8 is a partial m-partition. A k-transversal for 17 is simply called a transversal If Z7 has no
m-transversal it is called m-tangled, and if it has no transversal it is called
tangled.

There is a “dual” approach to the calculation of g(m, n, k), based on the
following observation (which is similar to one made in [7], where the
problem in its “dual” form is attributed to [lo]):
LEMMA 2.1. There exists an (m, n, k)-guessing set of size 1 if and only if
there exists an m-tangled family of size k qf n- partitions of a set of size 1.

ProoJ: Suppose that there exists an (m, n, k)-guessing set S of size 1.
Define k n-partitions
rr’, .... rck of S as follows: 7cj= (SE S : s(i) =j}
(1 < i < k, 1 <j < n). Suppose now that (rrf;, .... rck) is an m-transversal for
the family (n’, .... nk). Then, there is no s E S belonging to two sets rci. But
this means that the partial function w defined by w(i,) =j, (1 < r < m) is
not identical in two places with any YES, contradicting the fact that S is
(m, n, k)-guessing. The reverse direction is similar.
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3. UPPER BOUNDS
Our upper bounds will all depend on the functionf(n, k), so we start by
recounting a few properties of this function. First, two obvious facts
(remember that we are assuming that k > 2):
3.1. (a) f(n, k) art*.
(b) f(n, k) is non-decreasingus a function of both n and k.

LEMMA

LEMMA 3.2. f(n, k) = n* if and only if there exist k - 2 mutually
orthogonal Latin squaresof order n.

This is probably well known and appears in its “dual”
Theorem 8.2.1 in [2]. For completeness we give the proof.

form

as

Latin
Proof Suppose that S3, .. .. Sk are k- 2 mutually orthogonal
squares. For 1 <i, j<n define functions fij : [k] + [n] by: A?(l) = i,
fij(2)=i,
fU(t)=S,(i,j)
(3<t<k).
The fact that the family (fv: l<i,
j < n} is (2, n, k)-guessing follows from the Latinity and orthogonality of
the S,. Conversely, if { fi,. : 1 < i, j < n} is a (2, n, k)-guessing family of functions from [k] to [n] which satisfy (as we may assume they do)f,j(l) = i,
fg(2) =j, then the squares S, (3 d t B k) defined by S,(i,j) =fJt) are Latin
and orthogonal.
A simple corollary is:
COROLLARY

3.2a. f(n, 2) =f(n, 3) = n* for all n.

Chowla, Erdos, and Straus proved [ 1] that for every I there exists n,(l)
such that for n an,(l) there exist I orthogonal Latin squares of order n.
This gives:
COROLLARY

3.2b.

For every k there exists N(k) such that f(n, k) = n* for

all n > N(k).

Since the existence of n - 1 orthogonal Latin squares of order n is
equivalent to the existence of a projective plane of order n (see, e.g., [2,
Theorem 5.2.2]), it follows that:
LEMMA 3.3. f(n, n + 1) = n* tf and only tf there exists a projective plane
of order n.
COROLLARY 3.3a. f (n, k) = n* whenever n is a prime power and n 2 k - 1.
(This follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3.)
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In the following Lemmas 343.6, n 2 2 and k will denote the maximal
size of a 2-tangled family of n-partitions of [I]. As explained in Section 2,
there is a duality between statements about k (for given n and I) and
statements
about f(n, k). More
precisely, assuming
that 1z n2,
k = max(k’ :f(n, k’) <I).
LEMMA

3.4 [S, 6-J. For n = 2, k = ( Lr,!fil 1).

This yields:
COROLLARY

3.4a. f(2, k) = log, k + 1 log, log, k + O( 1).

For general n, the gap between the known upper and lower bounds is
quite wide.
LEMMA

(b)

3.5. (a)

[9] If n is a prime power and n* - n 1I-n

(cl PI k 3
(d)

[S] Z’n is a prime power then k B (n + l)L”nZJ.
then k 2 nc’-n)‘(n2~n).

(2n)‘A~~“’whenever I > 8n3.

[7] For eoery n there exists f(n) such that k > ( in)1’(9’8n)2whenever

12 l(n).

In (b) the division requirement can be relaxed at the price of some
weakening of the inequality. An upper bound on k in terms of n and I
(which yields a lower bound on I in terms of n and k) was found by Poljak
and Tuza [9]:
LEMMA

3.6. k < $( Fly).

Any of the lower bounds on k given in Lemma 3.5 can easily be translated into an upper bound on f(n, k). We find it convenient to state
explicitly one such upper bound which could be slightly improved, but has
the advantage of being simple and universal (requiring no restrictions on
the values of n and k):
LEMMA

3.7. f(n, k) d 4n2rlog, + 2 kl.

Proof. Assume first that n is a prime power and let f(n, k) = 1. By
Lemma 2.1 there does not exist a 2-tangled family of size k of n-partitions
of [I- 11. So, by Lemma 3.5(a), k > (n + 1)L(‘-‘)in2J. Thus L(r-- l)/n2 J <
log ,,+ 1 k, which is equivalent to (I- l)/n2 < [log,,, , kl, or to I<

~2r~og,+,kl.
For general n, we use the fact (which is also used in the proof of
Lemma 3.5(c) in [8]) that there exists a prime p such that n <p < 2n (see
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[3, Theorem 4181). By Lemma 3.1(b) and the first part of this proof, we
have f(n, k) ~f(p, k) ~p2rlogp+ 1kl G 4n2rlog, + 2 kl.
An easy construction

gives an upper bound on g(m, n, k) in terms of

fb, k):
3.8. (a) g(m, n, k) > n.
(b) If m > n then g(m, n, k) = n.
(c) Zf m<n and n=a(ml)+b
(m-b-l)f(u,
k)+bf(a+
1, k).
THEOREM

(O<b<m-

1) then g(m, n, k)<

Proof. (a) Let U be a family of less than n functions from [k] to [n].
Then for every iE [k] there exists j= j(i) E [n] which does not belong to
{u(i) : 2.4E U}. Since no function in U guesses two values (in fact, not even
one) of the function j(i), U is not (k, n, k)-guessing and, therefore, not
(m, n, k)-guessing.
(b) Take U to be the set of constant functions: U = { ui : 1 <j < n},
where uj (i) = j for every 1 < i < k. Since m > n, every function with domain
of size m into [n] must have two identical values, and hence it is “guessed”
by some uj
(c) Divide [n] into m - 1 almost equal parts Ai : m - b - 1 of size a
and b of size a + 1. For every 1 < i Q m - 1 take a (2, IA,(, k)-guessing set
Uj of size f(lAJ, k) of functions from [k] into Ai. Then U = Uy=-r’ Ui is an
(m, n, k)-guessing set, since every function w from a subset of size m of [k]
into [n] has two values in the same Ai, which are then “guessed” by some
UEUi.
Let us mention

three special cases which will be discussed later:

3.8a. (a) g(m, m, k) < m - 2 + f (2, k).
(b) h(n,n)<n-2+f(2,n).
(c) Zf m- 1 1 n and either
(i) n/(m - 1) > k - 1 and n/(m - 1) is a prime power, or
(ii) n/(m- l)>N(k)
(us introduced in Corollary 3.2b),

COROLLARY

then g(m, n, k) < n’/(m - 1).
Proof
Part (a) follows by putting a = b = 1 in the theorem; (b) is a
special case of (a); (c) follows from the theorem and Corollaries 3.2b
and 3.3a.
More generally, we can obtain upper bounds on g(m, n, k) by combining
the theorem and any upper bound on f(n, k). An upper bound on
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g(m, n, k) that does not require any restrictions
parameters is obtained via Lemma 3.7, namely:
COROLLARY

3.8b.

on the values of the

g(m, n, k) 6 4(m - 1 )rn/(m - 1 )I* rlogr,,+

, ), + 2 kl.

4. LOWER BOUNDS
THEOREM

4.1.

g(m, n, k) 2 n*/(m - 1).

It is easy to see that g is non-decreasing in the variable k. Hence it
suffkes to show that g(m, n, m) = h(n, m) > n’/(m - 1). By Lemma 2.1 this
will follow from:
4.1’. Zf(n’, .... nm) is a tangled family of partial n-partitions of
thenmax{Ilzn’ll:
ldi<m}>n*/(m-1).

THEOREM

asetS

Proof of Theorem 4.1 I. By induction on m. For m = 2 even the stronger
condition min(IIR’ll,
11rc*ll}2 n* holds. For if, say, 11~~11< n* then some part
nj of rrl is of size less than n. Then rr,! misses at least one part rri of rc*,
and then (x,!, rr:) is a transversal for (n’, .rr*).
Assume now that m> 2 and that the theorem is true up to m. Let
d=min{#l:
l<i<m,
l<j<n},
say d=Inil.
Clearly, we may assume
that d-c n. For every 1< i < m there are no more than d parts nj intersecting z:. We form a partial (n - d)-partition 19’ of S\rr:, by choosing any
n - d parts in xi disjoint from rr:. If the partitions tI*, .... 8” had an (m - l)transversal then together with rc: we would have a transversal for
(n’, ...) C), contrary to our assumption.
Hence, by the induction
hypothesis, there exists 1 < i< m such that CJ:p ]OJ 2 (n - d)2/(m - 2).
Since I$[ > d for all j, d parts in n’\O’ contain together at least d* elements.
Hence llrri(l > (n - d)*/(m - 2) + d*. But min{ (n - x)*/(m - 2) + x2} is
attained at x=n/(m - 1) and is equal to n’/(m - 1). Hence ljrrill >
n’/(m - l), as required.
Together with Corollary
COROLLARY

(i)
(ii)

3.8a (c) we have:

4.1 a. Zf m - 1 I n and either

n/(m - 1) > k - 1 and n/(m - 1) is a prime power, or
n/(m - 1) > N(k),

then g(m, n, k) = n’/(m - 1).
We recall that h(n, 2) = f(n, 2) = n* for all n. For the next two values of
h(n, .) we have:
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4.lb. (i)
h(n, 4) = rn*/3]

COROLLARY

(ii)
Proof.

h(n, 3) = rn*/2] for every n.
whenever n 3 21.

By Theorems 3.8 and 4.1 we have

I 1
&

Qh(n,k)6(k-b-l)f(a,k)+bf(a+l,k),

(4.1)

where n=a(k-l)+b,
O<b<k-1.
If a>N(k)
then f(a,k)=a*
and
and
then
the
right-hand
side
of
(4.1)
equals
f(u + 1, k) = (a + 1)2,
(k - 1) a2 + 2ab + 6. The left-hand side of (4.1) equals (k - 1) u* + 2ub +
rb*/(k- l)]. Thus the difference between the right-hand side and the
left-hand side is b - rb2/(k - l)], which, by a simple minimum argument,
is less than or equal to (k - 1)/4. For k < 4 (and still under the condition
aaN(
it follows that the right-hand side and the left-hand side of (4.1)
are equal.
Now, for part (i) we may clearly assume that n > 2 and therefore
a > 1 = N(3), so the above argument can be applied. For part (ii) we
observe that N(4) = 7 (a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order n exists
whenever n 3 7), and so the condition u>N(4)
becomes Ln/3 J>, 7, or
na21.
Remark. Part

terminology

(i) of the corollary was proved
and with a more ad hoc proof) in [4].

(under

a different

For other values of m, n, k the gap between the lower bound of this
section and the upper bounds of Section 3 may be quite large. As already
noted, we have firmer belief in the latter. We wish to support this view with
some evidence, by improving the lower bounds in certain cases.
Let us start with a better bound on the value of g(n, n, n) = h(n, n). The
upper bound given by Corollary 3.8a (b) is

(the last equality is given by Corollary 3.4a). We conjecture that, in fact,
h(n, n) = n - 2 +f(2, n). Theorem 4.1 yields h(n, n) > n + 2. We improve
this to:
THEOREM

4.2. h(n, n) > n + & log, n for n large enough.

The proof will require a few lemmas. First, an arithmetical fact, Let x be
the (unique) real root of the equation (x- 1)3=x2 (then xz 3.148). For
any natural numbers q, t satisfying 2 < t < q write c,h(q,t) = ( L(q,;G;,+ *).
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LEMMA 4.3. max #(q, t), taken over all integer values of t, 2 d t Q q
(q fixed), is attained at t = [(x - 2)/(x + 2) + o( 1 )] q.

Proof Note first that &q, q - 2i - 1) < #(q, q - 2i). Hence, for a fixed q,
it suffkes to find the maximum of the function t?(i) = #(q, q - 2i). Write
O(i+ 1)
e(i)

T(i) = -=

(29-3i-2)(2q-3i-3)(2q-3i-4)
(i+3)(2q-2i)(2q-2i-l)

’

It is easy to see that c(i) is decreasing. Hence max O(i) is attained at the
(unique) number i = i(q) for which [(i - 1) > 1 and i(i) < 1. Then, for some
real number r = r(q), i- 1 < r 6 i, one has i(r) = 1. Write c = c(q) = r(q)/q.
Then:
i(r) = c% - 3cq - 2)(2q - 3cq - 3mq - 3cq - 4) = 1
(cq + 3)(2q - 2cq)(2q - 2cq - 1)
.
This implies that lim, _ o. (2 - 3~)~ - c(2 - 2~)~ = 0 (equate the numerator
and the denominator of c(r) and divide by q3). From this it is seen that c
is bounded away from 0, and, upon dividing by c3, lim, _ ,(2/c - 3)3 (2/c - 2)2 = 0. Writing 2/c(q) - 2 = y(q), this implies that lim, _ ocy(q) = x.
Hence lim,, 2: c(q) =2/(x+2)
and thus i(q) = [2/(x+2)+o(l)]q,
implying
the lemma.
LEMMA 4.4. Let r= (y’, .... y”) be a t-tangled family of partial t-partitions of a set S. Then, for every 1 G i < v there exist at least two parts in y’,
say y; and ~1, with the following property: the number of partial partitions
y”, a # i, having at least one part contained in yj is at most t - 2 (j = 1, 2).

Proof: Suppose that the lemma fails for, say, i= 1. Then all but one of
the parts in y1 (again, to be specific, say it is y :) contain t - 1 parts yJ’
(a # 1) with distinct a’s. We can then select a t-transversal (yi”,’, y;;, .... yz)
for r as follows. Let a, =j, = 1. For 2 Q s < t choose inductively as, js so
that yz G yf and a, $ {al, .... a,_ i >. The fact that yz E yf , s = 1, .... t, implies
that the parts yz are disjoint, which means that they form a t-transversal.
LEMMA 4.5. Zf r= (y’, .... y”) is a t-tangled family of partial t-partitions
of [q + t] all of whose parts are of size at least 2, then
v G (t-- lN&;ll,+2).

Proof. By Lemma 4.4 each yi has two “special” parts, each containing
parts from at most t - 2 other partial partitions. Since all parts of yi are of
size at least 2, one of the two special parts, call it pi, is of size at most
L(q + t - 2(t - 2))/2 J = L(q - t)/2 J + 2.
Consider the family R = (p,: 1 < i < v). We claim that R has a subfamily
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A of size at least v/(t - 1) which is an antichain with respect to inclusion.
Note that, as sets, two pi may be equal, but we still regard them as distinct;
therefore (R, E ) is not a partial order. We “correct” this by looking at the
partial order (R, d ), defined by: pi < pi iff pi c pj or [pi = pj and i<j]. We
let /(pi) denote the number of elements pj with pj d pi. By the choice of the
parts pi, we have 1~ Z(p,) < t - 1. Hence 1 is constant on a subfamily A of
R of size at least u/( t - 1). Clearly, such A is an antichain as required. But
then A is a Sperner family in [q + t], whose elements are of size at most
L(q-t)/2J+2.
By the LYM inequality
IAl ~(t,~~“,:/i,+~)
and hence
uG(t1) (&;:,+2).
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Write q = q(n) = h(n, n) -n. By Lemma 2.1 there
exists a tangled family ZZ= (rr’, .... rc”) of n-partitions of [n + q]. Let
17’ = (rc’ : 4 4 n’). Clearly, ZI has a transversal if and only if II’ has, since a
transversal of Z7’ can be completed to a transversal of 17 by adding an
empty part from each rci E I7\II’.
Hence in what follows we may assume
that 17’= I7, i.e., no rr’ has an empty part. This implies that each 7~’has at
least n - q singletons.
Let p be maximal for which 17 has a p-transversal consisting of
singletons. Then n - q <p < n, since II has no n-transversal and an (n - q)transversal can be obtained greedily: choose a singleton rr:, from rr’, then
a singleton rr,?*disjoint from it from rr2, then a singleton nj3 disjoint from
7~;~v r$, etc. At each step id n - q we can make the required choice, since
rri has n -q singletons, more than the number of singletons chosen so far.
Without loss of generality assume that 8 = (rc:, rri, .... nc) is a p-transversal for 17, where rcj= (i> (remember that we are assuming that the partitioned set is [n + q]). For 1 < id n denote by Ni the union of all singletons
in 7ri, and write IV:= [n + q]\Ni.
By the maximality
of p, we have
for all p<iQn.
Write J=r){Ni:p<i<n}s
{P+ 1, “‘, n+q}ENc
(l,..., p}. Since jNf’l62q
and (p+l,...,
n+q}cN,?(p<i~n),
we have
INFn (1, ....p}l Gq-n+p<q(p<i<n),
and hence
IJI >p-(n-p)q>,n-q-q2.

(4.2)

W.1.o.g. assume that X: = { j} for p < i < n, j E J.
Notice next that (p + 1, .... n + q > E N,? for every Jo J. For, if ni contained a singleton rc’,= {i} for some i>p then (O\.(r$})u (rc{} u {I$“}
would be a (p + 1 )-transversal of singletons, contradicting the maximality
of p. Now, for every jE J at most p parts of ~j intersect ( 1, .... p}, and hence
at least n-p parts are contained in {p + 1, .... n + q}, and by the above all
these parts are of size at least 2. Write t = n -p.
For each Jo J choose a set r-’ of t parts in rri contained in
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{p + 1, .... n + q}. Let E= (4’ :j~ J). Assume, for contradiction,
a r-transversal (cl!, , .... tf,). Then

that Z has

is a transversal for l7, contradicting the assumption that Z7 is tangled. Thus
L? is r-tangled. By Lemma 4.5 1JJ 6 (t - 1 )( L(411ii,+ 2), and by (4.2) it
follows that n < q + q2 + (t - 1 )( L,y-~~$~J+ ?). Using Lemma 4.3 and the fact
that t<q, we have

cw(-~+2)+4l)l4

n<q+q2+(q-1)

(

[2/(x+2)+0(1)]

(4.3)

q >.

The entropy

approximation
formula to the binomial coefftcients says
where H(a) is the entropy function H(a)=
- [cr log,a + (1 -a) log,(l -a)]. Thus (4.3) yields n < 2’CH(r)fo(r)1, where
I= 2x/(x + 2) q and c1= l/x. This implies

that

(;,)=2ICff@)+o(l)1,

A computation
shows that (2/(x + 2)[x log,x - (x - 1) log,(x - 1 )] >-’
z 0.9067, and the theorem follows.
COROLLARY 4.2a. If k is large enough then for
g(m, m, k) > m + & log, k.

ProofI

all m, 2 <m 6 k,

This follows from the theorem, by the following assertion:

ASSERTION.

h(k, k) Q g(m, m, k) + k -m (2 < m Q k).

Proof of the assertion. Choose an (m, m, k)-guessing set U of size
g(m, m, k) of functions from [k] into [ml. Then U, together with the
constant functions wi E i (m < id k), is a (k, k, k)-guessing set of functions
in W(k, k, k).

In the case m = k, the lower bound in the corollary coincides with
the one in the theorem. At the other extreme, however, when m= 2, the
lower bound in the corollary is not as good as previous information:
by Corollary 3.4a, g(2,2, k) = f (2, k) = log, k + 4 log, log, k + 0( 1). More
generally, it is possible to improve on the lower bound when m is small
relative to k. We illustrate this for the case m = 3.
THEOREM

4.3.

Ifg(3,

3, k) = I then k < f( LI,!2,).

(Compare this with the bound k 2 (r,&~2) for the maximal
g(3, 3, k) < Z, given by Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.8a (a).)

k with
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Proof. By Lemma 2.1 there exists a 3-tangled family Z7= (rr’, .... x”) of
3-partitions
of [Z]. We may assume that all parts are non-empty;
otherwise, replace every partition with an empty part by an arbitrary partition without empty parts and observe that the family thus obtained is still
3-tangled. We shall construct from parts in 17 a Sperner family of size at
least i k of subsets of [f], which will prove the theorem.
ASSERTION
j#r,

A.

The following is impossible: n’,, c rci,, XC:,G 71:~(i #j, i # r,

sl #s2).

ProoJ In such case (TV’,,,rci2, ~1,) is a 3-transversal for l7, where s3 is the
member of { 1, 2, 3) different from s,, s2.
Define a digraph D = (IZ, E) on 17 by: (rc’, rcj) E E (i # j) if 7~’ has two
parts containing two corresponding (necessarily distinct) parts from rcj.
ASSERTION B. If 7~’ has out-degree 0 in D then it has two parts that
contain no part z’, except themselves.

Proof
Otherwise, it must have two parts, say rrf, and nt,, that contain
parts rc<, and I$, respectively. Clearly j # i, r # i. Also j # r, since if j = r
then (rci, 7~‘) E E. But now we have a configuration ruled out by Assertion A.
ASSERTION C. Zf (n’, II’) E E then all three parts of I? contain no part z;
except themselves and parts of nj.

Proof: Suppose, for contradiction, that rci,, say, contains a part from rcr,
where r # i, r #j. Since two of the parts of rri contain parts from rcj, either
rck or TT~ contains a part from xj. We have again a contradiction to
Assertion A.
ASSERTION D. Zf (n’, ?I’) E E then rc’ belongs to no other edge of D,
except possibly (~j’, xi).

Proof: By Assertion C, it is impossible that (rci, rc’) E E with r #j.
Suppose then that (rcr, n’) E E, with r # i, r #j. Since also (rr’, x’) E E, we
can obtain a chain from these three partitions, say ~4 E rrf E K;. But
Assertion C, applied to (?I~, rc’), tells us that x’; contains no part from rrj.
By Assertion D, the weakly connected components of D must have one
of the following forms:
I.
II.
III.
center.

An isolated vertex.
A directed circuit of length 2.
A star consisting of one or more edges, all directed towards the

12
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We construct a family R of parts in Z7 as follows. From each isolated
vertex xi, we take two parts with the property stated in Assertion B. From
each directed circuit of length 2, we take all three parts of one of the
partitions. From each star we take all parts of all the partitions except the
center.
By the choice of its members and Assertion C, R is a Sperner family.
From each component C in D we have chosen at least i ICI parts. Thus
k 6 $ IRI < 5 tLI&).
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Note added in proof:
L. Gargano, J. Korner, and U. Vaccaro have recently found a
construction which asymptotically attains the upper bound mentioned in Lemma 3.6. This
construction can be used, in conjunction with Theorem 3.8(c), to obtain a small asymptotic
improvement on the upper bound on g(m, c(m - 1 ), k), with c constant.
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